Central mechanisms by which specific motor programs are selected to achieve meaningful behaviors are not well understood. Using electrophysiological recordings from pharyngeal nerves upon central activation of neurotransmitterexpressing cells, we show that distinct neuronal ensembles can regulate different feeding motor programs. In behavioral and electrophysiological experiments, activation of 20 neurons in the brain expressing the neuropeptide hugin, a homolog of mammalian neuromedin U, simultaneously suppressed the motor program for food intake while inducing the motor program for locomotion. Decreasing hugin neuropeptide levels in the neurons by RNAi prevented this action. Reducing the level of hugin neuronal activity alone did not have any effect on feeding or locomotion motor programs. Furthermore, use of promoter-specific constructs that labeled subsets of hugin neurons demonstrated that initiation of locomotion can be separated from modulation of its motor pattern. These results provide insights into a neural mechanism of how opposing motor programs can be selected in order to coordinate feeding and locomotive behaviors.
Introduction
The recruitment of appropriate motor programs to changing environmental conditions is an essential aspect of animal behavior [1] . The nervous system of invertebrates and vertebrates includes a broad variety of motor programs with neuronal circuits having the intrinsic property to generate rhythmic motor output, termed central pattern generators (CPGs). These motor programs underlie the spatial and temporal activation of specific muscle groups that characterize movements like chewing, swallowing, walking, breathing, and locomotion [2, 3] . The mechanisms by which a specific motor program is selected from a repertoire of potential motor programs are not well understood.
In vertebrates, the motor system for locomotion has been extensively studied with various methods including pharmacological, electrophysiological, and more recently genetic tools [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Isolated spinal cord preparations have been used to demonstrate the existence of locomotive CPGs in the mammalian spinal cord [10, 11] . The neural networks comprising the motor programs and the motor neurons for the single limbs are located in the spinal cord, and the motor network of a limb can be divided into motor subprograms and sets of motor neurons for each joint of a limb. These spinal-cortical networks are activated via reticulospinal neurons by command centers in the mesencephalon and diencephalon, which in turn are controlled by neuronal structures in basal ganglia [1, 12] . Neurotransmitters such as serotonin, for example, have been shown to be necessary to induce motor patterns in isolated brainstem-spinal preparations [13, 14] . Specific neurotransmitter-expressing cells that are involved in regulating the speed of locomotion have also been identified by genetic tools in lamprey, zebrafish, and mouse [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Currently, little is known about the cellular circuits in the brainstem or descending cortical pathways which regulate the locomotion CPGs in the spinal cord [20] .
In addition to the highly conserved locomotor motor behaviors, those related to feeding are critical for growth and survival. These encompass movements involving the whole body for searching and getting access to food sources, local parts of the body for actual food intake, as well as organ-specific movements for post-ingestive phases of feeding. In invertebrates, the rhythmic nature of swallowing and food transport has been utilized as a model to study the structure of CPGs that generate oscillating motor patterns [3, 21] , as well as providing insights into the physiological parameters that drive feeding behavior [22] [23] [24] [25] . This has also been the case in mammalian systems, where the discovery of leptin provided a major nucleation point for analyzing how peripheral signals influence central circuits that regulate food intake behavior and energy homeostasis [26, 27] . Simpler genetic systems such as Drosophila and Caenorhabditis elegans are increasingly being used to study the genes and neural circuits that control feeding and feeding-related processes. These studies include the identification of the first gene involved in food search behavior [28] , metabolic genes that influence feeding, as well as numerous neuropeptideand neurotransmitter-encoding genes, to name a few [29] [30] [31] [32] .
Studies in Drosophila have, to date, focused mostly on analyzing feeding behavior in response to chemosensory or metabolic cues [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] .These studies have used sophisticated genetic tools to manipulate specific neuronal populations in the brain [40, 41] , but what has lagged behind is a high resolution readout of such manipulations on motor programs. Most have used behavioral paradigms as readout assays, for example extension of the proboscis towards a food source, measurement of food ingested, the direction a fly takes in two-choice food assays. Although providing valuable information, these approaches determine the summation of many motor programs, and it is difficult to deconstruct the distinct motor programs that produce the observed behavioral output. In addition, most of the feeding behavior assays are performed in response to sensory stimuli, and it is not possible to distinguish which step in the sensorimotor pathway is primarily being affected. Thus, it is not surprising that, in comparison with chemosensory circuits [42] [43] [44] , much less is known about the motor circuits that underlie feeding behavior.
Recently, an electrophysiological approach was used in semiintact preparations to monitor the rhythmic motor patterns that comprise the Drosophila larval feeding cycle [45] . These analyses led to the identification of three motor patterns derived from three distinct nerves that innervate the feeding apparatus and which together comprise larval feeding behavior: motor output of antennal nerve (AN) results in pharyngeal pumping, motor output of maxillary nerve (MN) drives mouth hook movements, and that of prothoracic accessory nerve (PaN) causes head tilting movements [45] . In addition to providing higher resolution dissection of feeding motor patterns, this approach also overcomes an important issue relevant for studying motor circuits in general: it eliminates external inputs provided by a wide variety of sensory organs, as well as by internal peripheral tissues that can affect feeding responses, such as the gut, fat body, or the oenocytes [46] [47] [48] . The approach provides an opportunity to combine molecular genetics with electrophysiology in order to study how the central nervous system (CNS) selects and executes motor programs.
In this study, we used behavioral, genetic, imaging, and electrophysiological approaches to study central mechanisms that modulate feeding-related behaviors. We first identified neurotransmitter and neuropeptide clusters that modulate subsets of motor programs for feeding. This revealed that a small neuronal cluster can oppositely regulate feeding and locomotive motor programs. The cells of this cluster express the gene hugin, which encodes a neuropeptide homolog to mammalian neuromedin U and which was previously proposed as being involved in food intake and food search behaviors [23, 49] . Increased neuromedin U signaling in mammals has been shown to suppress feeding and increase locomotion [50, 51] . We show here that activation of hugin neurons suppresses the motor program for feeding and simultaneously initiates the motor program for locomotion. Our results provide a model for how selection of coordinately regulated motor programs can be brought about through activation of a single cluster of neurons in the brain.
Results

Electrophysiological Analysis of Central Neurons that Alter Feeding Motor Patterns
We previously characterized the major muscles and the nerves driving the movements that underlie feeding behavior [45, 47] : AN, MN, and the PaN (see also Figure 1A ). Our next goal in characterizing the feeding motor system was to identify central components of the motor hierarchy that could modulate the motor pattern recorded from the three pharyngeal nerves. The strategy was to activate specific neurotransmitter-and neuropeptideexpressing neurons in an inducible manner, and assay their effect on motor programs of feeding-related behavior (Figure 1 ). Directing the expression of the temperature-sensitive cation channel dTrpA1 [52] via the Gal4-UAS system enabled us to characterize the effect of activating distinct neuronal populations in a temporally controlled manner ( Figure S1 ). We initially prescreened 11 lines, representing major neurotransmitter and selected neuropeptide lines, by a food intake assay ( Figure S2 ); those that showed significant effect on food intake were taken for electrophysiological as well as additional feeding analysis. Five lines selected for this study were those labeling glutamatergic (Glu), cholinergic (ACh), serotonergic (5-HT), dopaminergic (DA), and hugin (Hug) neurons. The effect of temperature-induced activation of neuronal populations on the motor patterns was then monitored with single extracellular recordings of the three pharyngeal nerves (AN, MN, and the PaN) to distinguish neuronal populations that would affect the feeding motor pattern either globally or as just a subset ( Figure 1 ). We then compared the changes in cycle frequency, which is a crucial feature of rhythmic behavior: classical studies on crustacean stomatogastric nervous systems revealed that all known modulatory inputs affect the cycle frequency of pyloric motor rhythm by altering the endogenous properties of at least one component of the CPG [3] .
Neuronal activation of the Glu population resulted in a reversible state of tonic excitation in the motor patterns of all three pharyngeal nerves ( Figure 1B ). This was expected since the Gal-4 driver line (OK371) drives target gene expression in nearly all Glu neurons of the CNS that comprise the motor neurons [53] . Activating the ACh neurons showed a significant increase in cycle frequency of all motor patterns; in some instances the pattern approached the tonic excitation seen for Glu neurons. Activation of 5-HT neurons also caused an increase in cycle frequency; the effect on the 5-HT neurons stood out because of the remarkable
Author Summary
In the animal kingdom, two of the most essential behaviors are locomotion and feeding. The motor programs underlying these behaviors are controlled by higher-order circuits in the central nervous system. However, how an organism selects a particular motor program based on inputs from the information-processing higher brain centers to generate an adaptable behavior is not well understood. Here, we analyze the behavior of Drosophila larvae after activating a small cluster of neurons in the brain and show that the animals simultaneously stop eating and start moving. These neurons express the neuropeptide hugin, which is homologous to the mammalian neuromedins. We show that the reduction of food intake depends on hugin and that the cluster of hugin neurons is functionally divided into distinct subgroups that both accelerate the motor program for locomotion and decelerate the motor program for feeding. We propose that hugin neurons represent a control system between the higher brain circuits that process information and those that execute motor programs. regularity of the accelerated motor pattern in all three pharyngeal nerves. By contrast, activation of DA and Hug neurons decreased rhythm frequency. Moreover, these showed differential effect on the feeding motor patterns: only the AN motor pattern was affected, and not the MN or the PaN. (Figure 1B ). These results indicated that certain neuronal classes affected all, whereas others affected only a subset, of the feeding motor programs.
Food intake studies further confirmed the roles of these neurones in feeding behavior. A short-term yeast intake assay was used in order to minimize longer-acting peripheral influence on the feeding response (Figure 2A ). Four neuronal populations significantly decreased yeast intake: Glu, ACh, DA, and Hug neurons. Only one increased yeast intake: 5-HT (Figure 2A) . Contraction of the cibarial dilator muscles (CDM), which is due to the AN motor program, is the movement most dedicated to food intake per se as compared to those driven by MN or PaN motor programs. Contractions of CDM presumably generate a negative pressure, resulting in ingestion of liquidized food: 'pharyngeal pumping'. Thus, we also performed video-based monitoring of the CDM contractions in semi-intact larvae to see how this particular movement could be correlated with the electrophysiology and food intake data (CDM tracking, Figure 2B ). There is indeed a good correlation between the CDM contraction pattern and the AN recordings, which may explain the food intake results. For Glu, the tonic-like excitation resulted in convulsive contractions of the CDM, leading to essentially no food intake. For ACh, the CDM relaxed incompletely between successive contractions, causing less effective pharyngeal pumping, which likely accounts for the decreased food intake despite increased pumping rate. For DA and Hug, the frequency of the contraction was reduced ( Figure 2B) ; the effect was more drastic for Hug, as seen by the strength of each contraction. The decreased food intake in both cases is as expected. For 5-HT, there was a rapid increase in the rate of CDM contractions, consistent with the increase in AN recording cycle frequency and food intake.
The combined electrophysiological and behavioral analyses opened up several avenues to pursue, as all the lines revealed interesting features relating to selection and modulation of motor patterns. For example, the unique finding that the serotonergic line, when activated, was the only one of 11 lines tested which resulted in increased food intake. The dopaminergic and hugin lines were interesting since they affected only a subset of the motor programs (i.e., the AN, but not MN or PaN motor programs), thus demonstrating a specificity in recruitment of different motor programs that comprise the feeding system. For the current study, we decided to focus on the hugin neuronal cluster for one critical reason, namely the relative simplicity of the expression pattern generated by the HugS3-Gal4 line in both numerical and spatial terms. Previous studies showed that this line drives reporter gene expression precisely in 20 cells, all tightly clustered in the subesophageal ganglion (SOG) [49] (Figure S3 ), and send projections to the ventral nerve cord and the protocerebrum, which is the higher brain center.
Activation of Neurons Expressing Hugin Neuropeptide Suppresses Feeding and Increases Wandering-like Behavior
We first wanted to verify the effect of hugin on the feeding motor system using an independent method to activate neurons. Thus, we used NaChBac and recorded the AN motor pattern [54, 55] . The recordings showed a significant suppression of AN motor activity, further strengthening the view that hugin neurons suppress feeding motor patterns ( Figure S4 ). We also wanted to perform the converse experiment by inhibiting hugin neuronal activity through the use of temperature-sensitive shibire (shibire ts ), which blocks synaptic transmission [56] . However, we did not observe any difference in the frequency of the AN motor pattern ( Figure S5A ). This indicated that activating hugin neurons suppresses AN motor activity, but inhibiting them does not increase it. We do not think this is due to the normal larval feeding motor system operating at a maximal level (since larvae are continuous feeders), since we can in fact observe an increase in motor activity when serotonergic neurons are activated. Instead, we believe that this reveals insights into the mechanism by which hugin neurons function in modulating the feeding motor system (see Discussion). Consistent with this view, ablating the hugin cells (by expressing reaper-hid to induce apoptosis [57] ) or inhibiting the neuronal activity using Kir2.1 also had no effect on the AN motor pattern ( Figure S5B ).
Based on these observations, we next wanted to analyze the alterations in feeding behavior when hugin neurons were activated in more detail. Specifically, we wanted to determine if the suppressed food intake was accompanied by alterations in a foodrelated locomotory behavior, namely the wandering-like behavior. This is a behavior that is observed in certain mutant larvae which are defective in food intake, where they move away from the food source and wander about the surrounding area [47] [48] [49] . Indeed, in addition to suppression of food intake, a significant wanderinglike behavior is also observed when hugin neurons are activated ( Figure 3 ).
Due to the alteration in locomotive behavior, we next asked if the activity of the abdominal segmental muscles that underlie locomotion were affected by activating the hugin neurons. The Drosophila larval neuromuscular junctions of the ventral longitudinal muscle (M6 and M7) are well established and have provided valuable insight into synapse function and muscle membrane excitability [58, 59] . The rhythmic motor outputs recorded from abdominal muscle M6 are representative for locomotory patterns generated by the larval CNS and likely reflect crawling behavior [60, 61] . We therefore monitored the activity of the abdominal muscle M6 by intracellular recordings ( Figure 4A ). Interestingly, we observed an accelerating effect on abdominal muscle contraction pattern upon activation of the hugin neurons ( Figure 4B-D) . We note at this point that we also recorded the M6 muscle motor pattern when shibire ts was used to silence hugin neurons, but as with the pharyngeal motor pattern above, no effect was observed ( Figure S5C ).
We then asked if pharyngeal pumping and abdominal activity could be coordinately regulated. Therefore, we performed double intracellular recordings of the CDM and the abdominal muscle M6 ( Figure 4E ). Remarkably, hugin neuron activation resulted in a concomitant decrease in feeding and increase in locomotion motor program: the post-synaptic potentials (PSPs) of CDM are completely suppressed, whereas those of abdominal muscle (M6) persist and the motor pattern increased in cycle frequency ( Figure 4F -H). In wild type situations, an increase in temperature results in the usually observed temperature effect where both activities are increased ( Figure 4H ). It is well established that temperature has a profound effect on intrinsic network properties that influence the setting of rhythm frequencies in the CNS of invertebrates and vertebrates [62, 63] . In HugS3.dTrpA1, the increased abdominal motor activity is accompanied by a concomitant decrease in CDM motor activity. These results indicated that hugin neurons can modulate two opposite motor programs simultaneously: the feeding program and the locomotory program. Consistent with the previous results, shibire ts also had no effect on the CDM motor pattern recordings ( Figure S5A ) and the underlying feeding behavior ( Figure S6 ).
Hugin Neuropeptide Is Required to Suppress the Feeding Motor Program
Since the results described above indicated that activation of the hugin neurons leads to suppression of feeding, we next wanted to determine if the hugin neuropeptide is required for this suppression. The strategy was to decrease hugin neuropeptide levels in the hugin neurons through RNA interference (RNAi) and see if activating the hugin neurons would still result in suppression of feeding behavior. First we determined the effectiveness of several RNAi lines to decrease hugin neuropeptide levels ( Figure 5A ; Figure S7 ). We chose two independent constructs that were effective in reducing hugin neuropeptide levels (HugRNAi1A and Hug-TriPJF03122).
Animals which only expressed the hugin RNAi gene construct did not show any alterations in the feeding phenotype, in line with the results, described in the previous section, showing that inhibiting or ablating hugin neurons also had no effect ( Figure S5 ). However, if hugin neurons were activated with dTrpA1 in animals expressing the HugRNAi construct, the suppression of AN motor pattern was no longer observed ( Figure 5B, top panel) . Similar results were observed with food intake and wandering-like behavior. In both cases, the HugRNAi lines significantly prevented the hugin neurons from exerting their suppressive effect ( Figure 5C ). Interestingly, the increase in cycle frequency of M6 motor pattern was not affectedthat is, activating the hugin neurons still resulted in increased cycle frequency ( Figure 5B, bottom panel) . Thus, the induction of wandering-like behavior can be decoupled from modulation of the locomotory motor program. Taken together, these results show that hugin neuropeptide is required for modulating food intake but not for the locomotion motor program; it is also required for initiating wandering-like behavior.
Distinct Cells of the Hugin Cluster Modulate Speed of Abdominal Muscle Contraction
The hugin neuronal cluster comprises just 20 cells, whose soma are all located in the SOG. Earlier work showed that the hugin neurons form four distinct subclasses, each having different projection targets [23, 49] . One subclass sends projections down the entire length of the ventral nerve cord (VNC) [64] , suggesting a possible role in locomotion. To explore this, we made several deletion constructs of the hugin cis-regulatory region in order to see if the different subclasses were under the control of separable enhancers. In one construct (Hug0.8) there was a complete absence of expression in the four hugin cells that project to the VNC (Figure 6A -C; G), whereas the other 16 neurons were present. Furthermore, using this promoter element in cell ablation experiments resulted in the loss of the 16 cells, whereas the four hugin VNC neurons remained ( Figure S8 ), demonstrating the specificity of this promoter element. To analyze the behavioral consequence, we carried out both food-intake and wandering-like locomotion assays. The 16-cell construct (Hug0.8), in which the VNC projections were missing, could still suppress food ingestion as well as induce wandering-like behavior ( Figure 6H,I ).
We then performed the converse experiment: to determine the function of the 4-cell hugin cluster that projects to the VNC. We therefore made a promoter construct from a region that was deleted in Hug0.8 construct relative to the HugS3 construct. This line drove target gene expression in precisely the four hugin cells that project down the VNC (Figure 6D -F, G). dTrpA1 activation of this 4-cell VNC cluster had no effect on food intake or wandering-like behavior (Figure 6 H,I ).
Next we measured cycle frequency of the AN motor pattern after dTrpA1 activation of these two nonoverlapping neuronal clusters. The hugin-0.8 line suppressed the AN motor pattern, whereas the VNC-line could not ( Figure 7A-C) , supporting the food intake data. However, when M6 abdominal muscle recordings were performed, we observed the acceleration of the motor pattern with the 4-cell element but not with the 16-cell element ( Figure 7D-F) . Similar results were obtained when we performed simultaneous double recordings from CDM (for pharyngeal pumping) and M6 abdominal muscles ( Figure 7 G-I) .
Taken together, these results indicated that food intake (motor program for pharyngeal pumping) and initiation of wandering-like behavior can be decoupled from modulation of the speed of abdominal muscle contraction. The 4-cell hugin VNC cluster can thus regulate locomotion speed separately from pharyngeal pumping. Therefore, although activation of the entire 20-cell hugin cluster coordinately suppresses feeding and enhances locomotion speed, the two motor programs are under the control of distinct hugin neuronal subclasses. Both the suppression of food intake and the induction of wandering-like behavior are performed by the 16-cell cluster, whereas the 4-cell VNC cluster is required to increase the cycle frequency of the locomotor motor pattern. The above results indicated that the 16 cell hugin cluster mediates the suppressive effect of hugin neurons on the AN motor pattern. These comprise three different subclasses of hugin neurons [49, 64] : two of these have projections which leave the CNS and target the periphery (to the pharynx, and the ring gland), and one has projections to the protocerebrum. In an effort to start addressing the issue of whether the protocerebrum is required for hugin function in modulating feeding motor pattern, we used a revealed that HugS3.dTrpA1,HugRNAi1A showed a complete, and HugS3.dTrpA1,TRiP.JF03122 a partial, rescue by the RNAi on the motor output most dedicated to food ingestion. Analysis of M6 muscle recording results (lower panel) is presented as relative change in cycle frequency). HugS3. dTrpA1,HugRNAi1A and HugS3.dTrpA1,TRiP.JF03122 showed a significant difference compared with the control and no significant difference to the HugS3.dTrpA1. In contrast to AN motor pattern and wandering-like behavior, the effect of HugS3.dTrpA1 on motor pattern of muscle M6 could not be rescued by the knock down of the hugin neuropeptide (see text for discussion, Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test: n.s., nonsignificant; ***p#0.001). (C) Analysis of food intake behavior (upper panel). Results are presented as relative change in yeast intake. HugS3.dTrpA1,HugRNAi1A and HugS3. dTrpA1,TRiP.JF03122 showed a significant difference to control and HugS3.dTrpA1, indicating partial rescue by two independent RNAi constructs. Analysis of locomotor activity is presented as larvae outside the yeast/min at 32uC (during dTrpA1 activation) over a time period of 20 min (lower panel). Knock down of hugin neuropeptide in the two hugin RNAi harboring animals prevented induction of wandering-like behavior; the effect is similar to Control (OrgR, OrgR x dTrpA1), and significantly different to HugS3.dTrpA1,lacZRNAi (Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test: n.s., nonsignificant; ***p#0.001). doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001893.g005 Control (OrgR), HugS3.dTrpA1, Hug0.8.dTrpA1, and HugVNC.dTrpA1 animals were measured for food intake after 20 min of dTrpA1 activation (32uC). In comparison with the control, HugS3.dTrpA1 and Hug0.8.dTrpA1 showed a significant decrease in food intake (Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test: n.s., nonsignificant; ***p#0.001). doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001893.g006
classical lesion approach in combination with dTrpA1 activation. The experimental strategy was to make lesions to the isolated CNS preparation and record the AN motor pattern upon dTrpA1 activation of hugin neurons (Figure 8) .
At 18uC, when dTrpA1 is not activated, lesioning the VNC or the brain hemispheres (H) still resulted in a rhythmic motor pattern from the AN (Figure 8, 18uC) , although there were some noticeable variations relative to the pattern generated by an intact CNS. Upon dTrpA1 activation, the suppression of AN motor pattern was still observed when the VNC was lesioned ( Figure 8B ). However, when the hemispheres were lesioned, we no longer observed this suppression ( Figure 8C ). These results suggested that the protocerebrum is required for hugin neuronal function in suppressing the AN motor pattern underlying pharyngeal pumping. Furthermore, these results demonstrate that the CPG for the AN motor pattern is located in the SOG. , and HugVNC.dTrpA1 at 18uC (before dTrpA1 activation) and 32uC (during dTrpA1 activation). Activation of dTrpA1 in Hug0.8-Gal4 significantly decreased the cycle frequency of the AN-motor pattern, but not in HugVNC-Gal4 (colored bars indicate the motor pattern). (C) Relative change in cycle frequency of the AN-motor pattern by dTrpA1 activation in control, HugS3.dTrpA1, Hug0.8.dTrpA1, and HugVNC.dTrpA1, illustrated as box plots (Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test: n.s., nonsignificant; ***p#0.001). The effect of 20-cell hugin cluster on the CDM motor pattern was verified by a second genetic tool to activate neurons (tubGal80 ts ; NaChBac; for details see Figure S4 ). (D) Experimental setup of abdominal muscle M6 recordings. (E) Representative M6 recordings of Hug0.8.dTrpA1 and HugVNC.dTrpA1 showing the motor patterns (colored bars) at 18uC (before dTrpA1 activation) and 32uC (during dTrpA1 activation). (F) Analysis of M6 motor pattern revealed a significant increase (Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test: n.s., nonsignificant; ***p#0.001) in relative change in cycle frequency (presented as box plot) by dTrpA1 activation for HugVNC, similar to HugS3. (G) Double intracellular muscle recording of the CDM and M6 (experimental setup). (H) Representative CDM/M6 recordings of Hug0.8.dTrpA1 and HugVNC.dTrpA1 at 18uC (before dTrpA1 activation), at 32uC (during dTrpA1 activation) and after shift down to 18uC. Hug0.8.dTrpA1 affected only the CDM motor pattern and HugVNC.dTrpA1 only the M6 motor pattern at 32uC. (I) Temperature shift from 18u to 32uC decreased the cycle frequency of Hug0.8.dTrpA1 for the CDM but not M6 motor pattern, which was comparable to OrgR (see Figure 4) . For HugVNC.dTrpA1 the CDM cycle frequency increased as in OrgR, M6 cycle frequency increased (symbols indicate the mean, whiskers indicate the standard error, Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test: *p#0.05; ***p#0.001). doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001893.g007 
Discussion
Action Selection of Motor Programs for Different Behavioral Modules
Behavioral modules can be seen to be composed of distinct motor programs that are differentially recruited based on adaptive needs [1] . These can be cooperative or antagonistic, and the right combinations must be selected in order to bring about the required behavior. For feeding, this requires motor programs that allow actual ingestion of food as well as those locomotor programs involved in food search or food avoidance behaviors. This implies that animals must distinguish motor programs that run serially or in parallel, and those that are essentially mutually exclusive. In humans for example, feeding normally requires arm movements to bring the food to the mouth, followed by biting and chewing, and finally swallowing; but the act of swallowing can occur in the absence of the earlier movements; conversely, similar arm movements to those made during eating can be observed during running. Within a given motor program there are additional levels of modulation-for example, the speed with which a given movement is made.
The behavioral module that comprises Drosophila larval feeding is also composed of distinct motor programs, as shown by motor patterns of three pharyngeal nerves, the AN, MN, and the PaN [45] . Our electrophysiology screen reveals distinct populations of central neurons that can regulate motor patterns in a different manner. Some, such as serotonergic neurons, affect all three motor programs; others, like hugin neurons, act on a subset. These differences can be viewed as having varying degrees of functional overlap. Pharyngeal pumping (due to the AN motor program) is the movement most dedicated to food intake; at the other end of the functional spectrum, the segmental longitudinal muscle contractions would be most dedicated to locomotion. Mouth hook and head tilt movements (due to MN and PaN motor programs, respectively) are likely involved in both feeding and locomotion. These motor programs can be separately regulated and recruited for different behavioral modules. Such mechanisms have been demonstrated at the CPG level in other invertebrates, where the same neurons can be used in different CPGs [21, 65] .
For both feeding and locomotion, the cellular identities of the CPGs remain largely unknown. Previous studies have demonstrated the existence of feeding CPG(s) in the Drosophila larval CNS [45] . We have now localized one of these, the AN motor pattern underlying pharyngeal pumping, to the SOG by lesion experiments. Spieb et al. [66] has provided evidence that the motor neurons of the AN are also located in the SOG. Although the lesioning of VNC or brain hemisphere can still generate a rhythmic motor pattern, it is not identical to that generated when both are present, indicating that inputs from the VNC and brain hemispheres have a modulatory effect on the pharyngeal pumping CPG. Our results on feeding are complementary to earlier findings on the motor program for locomotion. Forward crawling of Drosophila larvae is composed of repetitive wave-like contractions of the segmental body wall musculature from posterior to anterior [67] . Several studies indicated that the neural networks of the crawling motor program (CPGs for crawling) are located in the thoracic and abdominal segments of the central nervous system [60, 68] , and genetic manipulations showed that the brain hemispheres and the SOG are not required to produce a rhythmic motor pattern in the VNC and crawling behavior, although the rhythmic motor pattern is required for directed movements in response to chemosensory cues [68] .
In this context, a major issue is that of cellular specificity: which of the cells targeted by these neurotransmitter Gal4 lines are responsible for the observed effects on the feeding and locomotor program? For example, serotonin is expressed in about 84 cells in the larval CNS: ,56 in the VNC, ,8 in the SOG, and ,20 in the protocerebrum [69] . As mentioned above, the activation of the serotonergic cells results in an increased cycle frequency of all three motor programs; it also enhances the locomotion program in the VNC (see Figure S9 , Figure 9A ). However, we do not know which of the serotonergic cells contribute to which of these programs. In addition, different groups of serotonergic cells may have different, even opposite functions, and it may be that the promoting effect dominates when all groups become activated. The various sparse lines and intersectional strategies to narrow down the types of cells being manipulated will be valuable in addressing this issue. This can be combined with the ability to record, from isolated CNS, both feeding and locomotor motor patterns, permitting the identification of central neurons that coordinate the motor programs underlying different behavioral modules.
Neuropeptide Modulation of Mutually Exclusive Actions
A striking finding from our study is the fact that activating a small cluster of 20 neurons in the SOG, all expressing the neuropeptide hugin, leads to a simultaneous suppression of a motor program for feeding and induction of one for locomotion. This is observed both at the behavioral and electrophysiological level. Thus, the hugin cluster can regulate two essentially competing programs since larvae, as with most animals, do not feed and move at the same time. A notable feature of the hugin neuronal cluster is that we have not been able to observe any difference to the control situation when hugin neuronal activity is decreased. For both pharyngeal pumping and wandering-like behavior, it is only when the hugin neurons are activated that we see a modulatory effect. Similarly, the increase in the frequency of M6 abdominal muscle contraction is observed only under activation of hugin neurons. We believe these observations provide insights into the mechanism by which the hugin neurons act. This can be illustrated in terms of how a brake and gas pedal function to coordinate two mutually exclusive operations of a car. Activating hugin neurons decreases feeding, but inhibiting them does not increase feeding: applying a brake causes deceleration, but removing it does not cause acceleration. Similarly, activating the hugin neurons enhance abdominal muscle contraction, but their inhibition does not slow down contraction: stepping on the gas pedal increases speed, but taking it off does not actively decrease speed. This scenario can be used to explain the requirement of hugin neuropeptide in our RNAi experiments. Lowering the level of hugin neuropeptide in activated hugin neurons no longer affected the motor patterns underlying food intake and locomotion, indicating that hugin neuropeptide is necessary for the hugin neurons to suppress feeding and induce wandering-like behavior.
It is of interest to note that hugin neuropeptide does not seem to be required for speeding up the motor program for locomotion. This could be because of the residual quantity of hugin neuropeptide or to some compensation mechanism; more likely, the accelerating effect is due to a different neurotransmitter. At this point, we do not know which classical neurotransmitters are expressed in the hugin cells. In mammals, it has been shown that serotonergic and cholinergic systems influence the speed of motor neuron firing in the spinal cord that underlies locomotion [6, 10] . Furthermore, our results show that modulation of the speed of locomotion motor program can be decoupled with the initiation of wandering-like behavior. The decision to both stop feeding and to move out of the food is mediated by a separate cluster of 16 hugin cells, eight of which project to the protocerebrum. A possible scenario is that the cells which adjust the speed of locomotion are recruited during or after the selection of motor programs for suppressing food intake and initiating wandering-like behavior.
Neural Substrate of Action Selection: the Protocerebrum-SOG Corridor
In many vertebrates, the center for swallowing is thought to be localized in the brainstem [70] [71] [72] . The cranial nerves that innervate muscles involved in chewing and swallowing descend from the brainstem. The neuronal components are much less understood relative to the spinal cord, although identifying the specific brain areas that regulate food intake is a focus of intense study in the mouse [73] . In Drosophila, the larval SOG occupies a central position within the CNS to integrate information on feeding and locomotion, as it connects the VNC with the brain hemispheres. The pharyngeal nerves that innervate the feeding musculature originate from the SOG, and gustatory sensory neurons send projections to the SOG [43, 45] . The brainstem in vertebrates is analogously positioned, being located at the junction between the brain and the spinal cord, and the cranial nerves that innervate the pharynx originate from this part of the CNS [74] , suggesting that the SOG could represent an analogous structure to the vertebrate brainstem.
It has recently been postulated that the insect central complex might play an analogous role to the basal ganglia [75] [76] [77] . Although a canonical central complex has not yet been identified in the Drosophila larval brain, a functional analogue is probably located in the protocerebrum. The neuroanatomy of the hugin neurons, especially exemplified by the projection pattern that connects the SOG to the protocerebrum, suggests that the SOG/ protocerebrum corridor encompassing the hugin neuronal projections may play an important role in action selection of motor programs underlying feeding and locomotion ( Figure 9B ). The hugin projections to the protocerebrum and the connections to the gustatory cells and the insulin-producing cells [49, 78] , would process external and internal sensory cues, and determine which motor programs modulating feeding and locomotion are selected.
A major future challenge will be to determine how the different neuronal components of the feeding motor hierarchy are interconnected. One essential effort will be to analyze the receptor for the hugin neuropeptides. Two putative receptors have already been identified and it would be necessary to determine the cells that express the receptors [79, 80] . Another effort will be to localize the classical neurotransmitters that may be expressed in the different hugin cells. Complementary to these would be to exploit the high-resolution connectivity mapping of the larval CNS that is currently being done through serial EM reconstructions [81] , as has been done in the classic work for C. elegans [82] . Working on a small brain with its limited behavioral repertoire may thus lead to a functional map superimposed on the connectome of the larval motor system.
Materials and Methods
Flies
The following Gal4 driver and UAS effector lines were used: OK371-Gal4 (Bloomington #26160), Cha-Gal4 (Bloomington #6798), GAD-Gal4 [83] , TRH-Gal4 [84] , TH-Gal4 (Bloomington #8848), DDC-Gal4 (Bloomington #8849), TDC2-GaL4 (Bloomington #9313), DILP2-Gal4 [85] , HugS3-Gal4 [49] , NPF-Gal4 (Bloomington #25682), sNPF-Gal4 (Kyoto DGRC #113901 (NP6301)), UAS-dTrpA1 (Bloomington #26263), UASeYFP (Bloomington #6659), UAS-mCD8-mRFP (Bloomington #27398), 106UAS-mCD8-GFP (Bloomington #32184), UASLacZRNAi (a gift from M. Jünger), UAS-shibire ts (a gift from A. Thum), and UAS-TRiP.JF03122 (Bloomington#28705). Stable homozygous lines of tubulin-Gal80 ts and UAS-NaChBac (a gift from R. Jackson (Tufts University)) and of tubulin-Gal80 ts (Bloomington #7108) and UAS-eYFP (Bloomington #6660) as control for NaChBac experiments were used. For control experiments OregonR (wild type) or w 1118 was used.
Adult flies and larvae were reared on standard fly food and kept at 25uC unless otherwise stated. All experiments were performed with third instar larvae 9862 h AEL (after egg laying). Four hours egg collections were made on apple juice-agar plates with yeastwater paste. After 48 h, larvae were transferred into vials containing standard fly food. For experiments with shibire ts larvae were raised at 18uC to avoid temperature-induced developmental defects [56] . Experiments were performed with third instar larvae 8 days old. In the experiments using tubulin-Gal80 ts and UASNaChBac/UAS-eYFP larvae were raised on 18uC for 7 days and were transferred on 30uC for 8-12 h prior to the experiment to induce the expression of the NaChBac/eYFP.
Generation of Transgenic hug0.8-Gal4 and hugVNC-Gal4 Line
For Hug0.8-Gal4 line, a 793 bp hugin promoter fragment was amplified by primer1: CATTGACATTGCCCCCATT and primer2: GGGACAACTGATGCCAGC, subcloned into TOPO TA pCRII vector (Invitrogen), digested with BamHI and NotI and ligated into the pCasperAUG-Gal4-X vector (Addgene plasmid 8378, [86] ). The construct was injected into w [1118] (Bloomington#3605). For HugVNC-Gal4, a 403 bp hugin promoter fragment was amplified by primer1: ATCGCAGTGCTCA-CAATCTG and primer2: GTGGGGCATCCTGTTTAATG from wild type DNA and subcloned into TOPO TA pCRII vector. A BamHI/NotI digestion product was ligated into pENTR4 Gateway Entry vector (Invitrogen) and cloned into the destination vector pBPGUw (Addgene plasmid 17575), [87] , by using LR Clonase II enzyme mix (Invitrogen). Transgenic lines were generated using standard methods for PhiC31 integrase-mediated genomic integration into y,w; P{CaryP}attP2 (BestGene Inc, USA).
Electrophysiology
Reduced semi-intact preparations were made of third instar larva consisting of the CNS, CPS, and associated pharyngeal nerves and muscles. Detailed description of the dissection has been described earlier [45] . All dissections and experiments were performed in saline solution composed of (in mM): 140 NaCl, 3 KCl, 2 CaCl 2 , 4 MgCl 2 , 10 sucrose, and 5 HEPES [88] .
For en passant extracellular recording, the nerve was insulated with a surrounding petroleum jelly border on a piece of Parafilm. Recording electrodes were made of silver wire (diameter: 25-125 mm, Goodfellow). For analysis, data pairs of successive 60 s or 120 s recordingsections under unstimulated and stimulated conditions were analyzed. Processing of the electrophysiological recordings was performed with a modified script of Spike2 (provided by Cambrigde Electronic Design). For a pair of successive recording-sections, fold change in cycle frequency was calculated. The dTrpA1-experiments revealed an endogenous temperature effect which could mask the impact of dTrpA1-activated GAL4-driver lines on the rhythmic motor output. Due to this, the mean fold change in cycle frequency of the respective control experiments was subtracted for each data point, termed relative change in cycle frequency.
Temperature Stimulation
For dTrpA1-experiments (nerve/muscle recording and CDM tracking) thermal stimuli were applied to the dorsal side of CNS. The custom-made stimulator consisted of a silver wire (diameter: 4 mm) attached to a Peltier element with thermally conductive adhesive. Peltier element was driven by a voltage-regulated power supply (VSP 2405, Voltcraft) connected to an A/D board. The end of the thermal stimulator was filed to a tip and insulated with nail polish. Applied temperature was measured by digital thermometer (GMH 3210, Greisinger electronic). The sensor for the thermometer was placed 5 mm from the tip (for temperature calibration see Figure S1 ). Temperature signals were acquired with the A/D board. The thermal stimulator was regulated by a scriptbased feedback loop via the A/D-board.
Behavioral Assay
For measurement of yeast ingestion, larvae were first washed and then starved in a Petri dish lined with tap water-moistened tissue for 30 min on RT. Afterwards they were transferred on colored yeast (colored with crimson red powder) on pre-warmed (30 min at 32uC) apple juice-agar plates and incubated for 20 min at 32uC. Afterwards the larvae were removed from the yeast and placed in 65uC hot water. For analysis larvae were photographed using a digital camera (Axiocam ICc 1, Zeiss) mounted on a binocular (Stemi 2000-CS, Zeiss). For each individual, the amount of yeast ingested was calculated as area of the alimentary tract stained by colored yeast divided by body surface area using the software ImageJ (Fiji). Data on the feeding assay is represented as percentage of ingested yeast relative to the body surface.
For simultaneous investigation of feeding and wandering-like behavior, five larvae were placed on a pre-heated/-cooled apple juice agar plate (18uC or 32uC). 20 min videos at 18uC and 32uC were acquired using a digital camera (Quickcam 9000 Pro, Logitech) and the software VirtualDub. The measurement of yeast ingestion was performed as listed in the previous paragraph. The locomotion data was analyzed using the tracking software MTrack2 (Fiji). Analysis of larvae leaving the yeast spot was carried out using a custom-made macro for ImageJ (Fiji).
Monitoring CDM Activity
CDM contractions were studied in semi-intact larvae. The preparation consisted of the CNS, the abdominal body wall, and the feeding apparatus (CPS including associated muscles). Thermal stimulation was applied directly to the CNS. Consecutive videos of 60 s at 18uC and 60 s at 32uC were recorded using a digital camera (Axiocam ICc 1, Zeiss) mounted on a binocular (Stemi 2000-CS, Zeiss). CDM contractions were tracked by measuring the length-difference of pharyngeal lumen (Dd) over time relative to the maximal contractions at 18uC. The measurements were performed using the software ImageJ (Fiji).
Immunohistochemistry
Dissected larval brains were fixed in paraformaldehyde (4%). For the antibody staining of hug-eYFP, primary antibody was rabbit-antiGFP (1:500, Abcam plc) and the secondary antibody was rabbit-antiGFP Cy2 (1:200, Dianova GmbH). The antibody staining of HugVNC.Cam2.1 was performed with chicken anti-GFP (1:500, Abcam plc) and as secondary antibody anti-chicken Alexa488 (1:200, Invitrogen) was used. Antibody staining of hugin was performed with guinea pig anti-Hugin (1:200, Pankratz laboratory; for hug0.8.rpr/hid) or rabbit anti-Hugin (1:500, Pankratz laboratory; hug0.8.eYFP). Antibody stainings for RNAi experiments were done using rabbit anti-Hugin (1:500).Secondary antibodies were: anti-rabbit Cy3, anti-guinea pig Cy3 (1:200, Jackson ImmunoResearch), and mouse anti-GFP (1:500, SigmaAldrich). Nuclei were counter stained with DAPI or Draq5. Labeled larval brains were mounted in Mowiol. Imaging was carried out using Laser Scanning Microscope (ZEISS LSM780). The obtained images were arranged using Zen LE and Photoshop CS5 (Adobe) (for detailed staining procedures see [64] ).
Fluorescence Microscopy
All images were obtained by using a confocal microscope Zeiss LSM 780; non-specific background fluorescence of the in vivo images was reduced by the Median Filter of the Zeiss Zen Software.
Cloning of Hugin RNAi Construct
Hugin cDNA PCR fragment flanked by a BamHI and a KpnI restriction sites was cloned into pHIBS vector [89] (primer sequences GGATCCGTTCCATTCGATCGTCCGAC and GGTACCGTGGCACTGGCCTTCTGG). The 394 bp hugin fragment represents bases 41 to 434 of 1033 bp hugin full length cDNA (flybase.org). A 478 bp SalI/KpnI fragment of hugin-HIBS was then cloned into XhoI/KpnI cut pUdsGFP [89] . Next a 407 bp BamHI/EcoRI fragment of hugin-HIBS was cloned into the EcoRI/ BglII cut hugin-pUdsGFP. The pUdsGFP plasmid harboring two hugin fragments in opposite orientation was used for standard germline transformation [90] . The line used in the text is referred to as HugRNAi1A.
Lesion Experiments
For the lesion experiments we used the standard reduced semiintact preparations of third instar larvae as mentioned above (see Electrophysiology). VNC or brain hemispheres were removed by a microdissecting scissor (Fine Science Tools). Five minutes after the lesion of the neuronal tissue, extracellular recording of antennal nerve was started. Thermal stimuli were applied by the above described protocol for temperature stimulation. Consecutive 60 s sections of the AN motor output at 18uC and 32uC were analyzed. The cycle frequency of AN motor pattern at 18uC showed no significant difference between OrgR6dTrpA1 and HugS3. dTrpA1 for each lesion. Therefore the data is presented as fold change in cycle frequency of AN motor pattern between both genotypes at 32uC (during dTrpA1 activation) for each experiment.
Data Analysis
All electrophysiological and behavioral experiments were tested for significance with the Mann-Whitney-Rank-Sum-test (*p#0.05, **p#0.01, ***p#0.001).
Supporting Information
Figure S1 Figure S2 (A) Experimental setup: yeast intake of larvae [% of body stained] was determined after 20 min of dTrpA1-activation. The following major neurotransmitter systems were used for the initial screening: glutamatergic (Glu), cholinergic (ACh), GABAergic (GABA), serotonergic (5-HT), dopaminergic (DA), combined serotonergic/dopaminergic (5-HT/DA) and combined octopaminergic/tyraminergic (OA/TYR) neuronal populations. We also tested four neuropeptide genes shown in earlier studies to be involved in some aspect of feeding response: Drosophila insulin-like peptide (Dilp), hugin (Hug), neuropeptide F (NPF) and short NPF (sNPF) (see Materials and Methods for the respective Gal4-lines). (B) Statistical data of yeast intake screen for all tested Gal4-lines is represented as box plots. Crosses were categorized based on their effect on larval food intake (Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test: *p# 0.05, **p#0.01, ***p#0.001).
(TIF) Figure S3 
